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A note from the Editor 
Happy New Year to all members of the Canberra Survey Corps Association and on your behalf 
to all members of other Survey Corps Associations. The purpose of this Canberra Newsletter is 
to keep you connected and informed of interesting bits and pieces about personalities of the 
Corps, your recollections of what the Corps did and what you did, stories with a direct 
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connection to Canberra, what is going on with all of the Corps Associations activities around 
the country and other Survey Corps and military mapping matters of interest both historical 
and contemporary. 

But to do this I needs articles, or snippets of information, from you all, so I now ask for your 
continuing help by sending me something to include in what I hope will continue along the 
same lines as Rob McHenry’s great reads (29 issues of the Newsletter) over the last seven 
years.  Thank you Rob from all members for your work and dedication over this long period. 

I hope to get enough content to continue with a quarterly newsletter published: in the New 
Year, after Anzac Day, after the Corps birthday and after Remembrance Day. 

Regards   
Peter Jensen 
 

The Remembrance Day dinner 11 November 2015 
By Peter Jensen 

 

The national Remembrance Day ceremony at the Australian War Memorial was an umbrella 
day after the forecast of maybe a shower later.  Guests included the Prince of Wales and 
Duchess of Cornwall, the Governor-General and his wife, the Prime Minister and his wife, the 
Chief Minister of ACT and the Leader of the Opposition.  Australia’s Federation Guard (AFG) 
and the band of the Royal Military College, Duntroon, provided a Royal Guard in front of the 
Stone of Remembrance guarded by a catafalque party from AFG.  In this photo school children 
from each State and Territory were laying small wooden crosses with messages of 
remembrance on the Stone of Remembrance opposite the more than one-hundred official 
wreaths including those laid by foreign ambassadors and high-commissioners to Australia. 

Early that evening a small group of Association members and partners enjoyed our annual 
Remembrance Day dinner at The Haig Restaurant (Italian) on Northbourne Avenue.  Charlie 
Watson bought a bottle of port left-over from our 1st July centenary dinner (not sure how that 
happened) which we used to toast the memory of the twenty men of the Survey Corps, survey 
units and other ADF units on survey operations, who have died in war or on other military 
operations and who are commemorated on the Australian War Memorial Roll of Honour.  The 
restaurant staff were glad for us to leave being much later than their normal Wednesday 
night closing.  Our thanks to Charlie Watson for organising the very enjoyable evening.   
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The SNAGA (Golf day) – 3 December 2015 
By Rob McHenry 

Seven finely tuned former Corps golfing athletes turned out to compete for the coveted 
2015 RA Svy SNAGA (Surveyors Not A Golfer's A…….) trophy on Thursday the 3rd of 
December.  This trophy has absolutely nothing to do with any scores ‘off-the-stick’ or 
‘handicap’, but is awarded to the most memorable golfing activity (good or bad) performed 
during the round.  

The weather was lovely blue sky, but a bit warm ensuring an early finish was on the cards.  
This year saw stiff competition from all competitors with many trees and anything else not 
completely secured at the Gungahlin Lakes course, considered to be in the line of fire. In fact 
never have so many trees been attacked by so many golf balls so often by so few 'golfers'. 

The original SNAGA was “Sappers” not “Surveyors” and was contested by Directorate of 
Survey and Directorate of Engineers normally at the RMC Duntroon golf course which doesn’t 
have the water and bunker obstacles of Gungahlin Lakes for the “mug” golfers.   

Two groups commenced at 1:30pm in the hope that a four hour round would allow for plenty 
of time in the clubhouse to discuss/blame fellow competitors for all sorts of golfing 
atrocities. However, due to many, many, many, lengthy searches for wayward golf balls (it 
could be said that forward momentum was less than stellar), the first group had only made it 
to the 13th green by 5:30pm. Undaunted and noting the temperature, it was agreed by all 
that there were plenty of SNAGA moments to choose from and we all rapidly adjourned to the 
bar. 

Competition for the SNAGA was keen and as with many sporting events, eventually the cream 
came to the top. After some discussion it was clearly between John Gregs and Ross Jenkins. 
John started his round with a massive drive that unfortunately found the trees, again and 
again and again until his ball somehow found its way to a point about 40ft from the pin. 
Undaunted, John casually drained the putt as if it was an everyday event. This by itself was 
not enough to make John a contender but added to a further incident with a duck on the 
13th, where the duck thought it was out of the line of fire hiding in the cool water under a 
bridge.  John was suddenly looking pretty good with the “putt-n-duck” double. Even in the 
clubhouse, John was convinced it was the duck's fault for getting in the way and did check 
that the poor bird was okay. 

Ross made his bid for the SNAGA early with a tight grouping of his first three shots from the 
first tee. Eye witnesses weren't sure whether they wound up in front of the ladies tee or not 
but were impressed that they were all within 15 metres in a neat 30 degree arc. However, 
after further discussion it was determined that Ross didn't keep up the momentum as he 
played some proper golf shots during the ensuing holes. 

Despite some feeble protesting from John with the suggestion that past recipients shouldn't 
be eligible for the SNAGA, it was agreed by all that he had skilfully defended the trophy. 
Congratulations John. 

Editor comment ……..Our thanks to Rob McHenry for organising the event enjoyed by all. 
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The SNAGA hopefuls, from the left – Owen Moss, John Gregs, Andrew McLeod, John Mobbs, 
Peter Jensen, Rob McHenry and Ross Jenkins 

 

 

John Gregs to Rob McHenry – ‘is this Mobbsy’s famous 180 degrees slice?’.  This is not a 
manipulated photo but it is John Mobbs teeing off beautiful back-swing, well balanced, head 
steady and down, looking just below the ball – not a follow through practice swing with the 
ball still on the tee. John is a left hander but holds the stick as for a right hander.  John’s 
application of one of the principles of war – surprise the enemy by confusion. 
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The much coveted trophy beautifully hand made by Rob McHenry and John Mobbs 

 

The Australian War Memorial Last Post Ceremony 
This is from the website of the Australian War Memorial: 

At the end of each day, commencing at 4.55 pm AEDT, the Memorial 
farewells visitors with its moving Last Post Ceremony. The ceremony begins 
with the singing of the Australian National Anthem, followed by the 
poignant strains of a Lament, played by a piper. Visitors are invited to lay 
wreaths and floral tributes beside the Pool of Reflection. The Roll of 
Honour in the Cloisters lists the names of more than 102,000 Australians 
who have given their lives in war and other operations over more than a 
century. At each ceremony the story behind one of these names will be 
told. The Ode is then recited, and the ceremony ends with the sounding of 
the Last Post.   

On the first and third Wednesday of each month the Last Post Ceremony 
includes the presence of Australia's Federation Guard. At 4.00 pm a 
catafalque party mounts a vigil at the Tomb of the Unknown Australian 
Soldier in the Hall of Memory. There is a change of guard at 4.30 pm, and 
the entire catafalque party then participates in the Last Post Ceremony. 

Corporal Ashley Birt, 1st Topographical Survey Squadron, who was killed in Afghanistan in 
2011, was the soldier remembered in the Last Post Ceremony the day after Remembrance 
Day 2015.  A webcam of the ceremony is streamed live from https://www.awm.gov.au/live/  
and file footage is available at https://www.awm.gov.au/events/last-post-ceremony-videos/ 
. The calendar of remembered Australians is at https://www.awm.gov.au/events/last-post-
ceremony-calendar/. 

https://www.awm.gov.au/people/rolls/R1633104/
https://www.awm.gov.au/live/
https://www.awm.gov.au/events/last-post-ceremony-videos/
https://www.awm.gov.au/events/last-post-ceremony-calendar/
https://www.awm.gov.au/events/last-post-ceremony-calendar/
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1916 and each ten years hence – some happenings in the 
Royal Australian Survey Corps 
By Peter Jensen 

In the first edition of the newsletter of the last few years I have written an article about 
military mapping and the Survey Section RAE/Australian Survey Corps 100 years ago.  I have 
now added some of what was happening in the Corps each ten years since, so that each year 
1915 to 1996 will be covered over ten years. I have also included ‘75 years ago’ to cover in 
the next few years the Corps’ massive efforts in the Second World War. 

100 years ago – 1916.  ANZAC had been evacuated to Egypt from Gallipoli in December 1915 
and in early-1916 was reorganising, reinforcing and training.  The Australian Survey Corps was 
working on mapping of key areas around Sydney, Melbourne and Perth.  Recruits into the 
Corps were AB Roberts (Feb 1916), HR Johnson (11 Apr 1916) and WO1 HE McMurtrie (14 Dec 
1916).  Towards the end of 1916, two Corps members followed WO NL Shiels to enlist in the 
AIF as WO1 draughtsmen. WO JH Macdonald enlisted on 29 November and WO AS Murray on 30 
November.  Both men embarked for the Middle East in early 1917.  On 15 October 1916, Shiels 
who was then serving with HQ Egyptian Expeditionary Force and the Survey of Egypt, was 
appointed Hon 2nd Lieutenant and attached to the Royal Engineer Survey Company.  
McMurtrie, an architect from Melbourne, was enlisted as a WO1 draughtsman into the 
Australian Survey Corps for service with the Australian Naval and Military Expeditionary Force 
Staff Survey Corps in New Guinea (see the related article in this newsletter).  These were the 
last recruits into the Australian Survey Corps until 1920. 

On the Western Front the four topographical sections of the British Armies had grown to five 
field survey companies (one in each Army).  Then later in 1916 corps topographical sections 
were raised in these armies.  This did not happen for the Australians and New Zealanders 
until February 1917 although the infantry divisions started arriving in France in April 1916. 

90 years ago – 1926.  The fourteen  men of the Corps, which reverted in name to Survey 
Section RAE (Permanent) from 1920 to 1932, were working on ‘1 mile’ mapping in coastal 
regions around Brisbane, New South Wales and Victoria capable of producing five new maps 
per year.  The Chief of the General Staff/Inspector-General Lieutenant-General Henry 
Chauvel reported that the new process camera (size 36in x 26in to accommodate one 
standard ‘1 mile’ map) installed at the Victorian Government Printing Office, and funded by 
Defence, was a success with marked improvement in map printing.  

80 years ago – 1936.  This was a very notable year for the Corps both organisationally and 
technically.  The year saw the biggest increase in personnel since the Corps was formed, with 
an additional eleven positions, from the long-standing fourteen, to make a total twenty-five 
positions (five officers, nineteen warrant officers and one sergeant) – the new manning 
establishment was approved in 1935.   Recruits to fill the new positions included seven 
warrant officer licensed surveyors - at that time registration as a licensed surveyor was the 
only measure of competency for surveyors.  The senior Corps officer (Vance) was promoted to 
Major and appointed Officer Commanding Australian Survey Corps, an appointment not made 
since 1915.  He was posted from Adelaide, where he was the senior Survey Corps officer and 
in-charge of 1st Survey Section conducting triangulation and topographic surveys, to 
Melbourne to assume his new position and to be more available to the AHQ General Staff.  
The first map (Sale VIC 1 inch to 1 mile) was produced entirely from RAAF aerial photography 
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with new Eagle 4 aerial cameras and plotting topographic features by the graphical method of 
radial line plotting and removing the effects of terrain and scale differences with near 
vertical photography - the Arundel method.   This method greatly improved ‘1 mile’ map 
production capacity and largely replaced plane-tabling – which had been the mainstay of 
Australian military survey for 30 years - for topographic data compilation for systematic 
mapping.  By the end of the year the map catalogue comprised 63 military ‘1 mile’ maps of 
Australia with an additional 18 having been revised.  There was also six ‘2 miles-to-1 inch’ 
maps derived from ‘1 miles’ of Sydney and Melbourne. The Helidon, QLD ‘1 mile’ map was 
the first produced on the Transverse Mercator projection and the British modified grid.  Major 
Vance decided to keep his widely dispersed staff informed of Corps activities and to improve 
espirit-de-corps by publishing a quarterly liaison letter. This continued until the Second World 
War intervened. 

75 years ago - 1941.  The survey structure was expanded in the first two-years of the Second 
World War to include AIF and militia units across all functions of geodetic and topographic 
survey, draughting, printing and map supply.  For wartime mapping of Australia, the 1938 
Long Range Mapping Program was accelerated in 1940 into the Emergency Mapping Program 
and the Strategic Mapping Scheme of collaboration between the States’ Departments of Lands 
and the Army producing series of provisional maps of coastal areas from Townsville to Port 
Augusta and Albany to Geraldton.  Through 1940 units raised were: AHQ Survey Directorate 
(Melbourne), AHQ Survey Company, 2/1st Australian Corps Field Survey Company RAE (2nd 
AIF), Fd Svy Unit RAE(M) (NSW) absorbed later in 1940 by 2 Fd Svy Coy RAE (New Lambton 
NSW), Fd Svy Unit RAE(M) (VIC) and Field Survey Training Depot.   Vance was promoted 
provisionally to Lieutenant-Colonel as AHQ Director of Military Survey.  In early 1941 units 
raised were: 1 Fd Svy Coy RAE (Hamilton Brisbane QLD), 3 Fd Svy Coy (Woodend VIC) 
absorbing Fd Svy Unit RAE(M), 4 Fd Svy Coy (Claremont WA), AHQ Carto Coy (later LHQ 
Cartographic Coy) absorbing the Draughting Section of the Australian Survey Corps 
(Permanent) (Melbourne), 7 MD Svy Sect (later NT Force Fd Svy Sect, 1 Fd Svy Sect and 7 Fd 
Svy Sect) (Darwin) and 2 Corps Svy Mobile Reproduction Sect (later 1 Aust Mobile Lithographic 
Sect).  The Australian Survey Corps (Permanent) sections were absorbed into the field survey 
companies in their regions.  The 2/1st Australian Corps Field Survey Company RAE, served 
with the AIF’s 1st Australian Corps in the Middle East theatre (originally intended for Greece) 
in Palestine, Syria, Trans-Jordan and Lebanon.  The Company was concentrated with British 
RE Survey units under command the higher force headquarters but with requirements of the 
Australian Corps given the highest response priority.  The unit commander (Major Lawrence 
Fitzgerald), four of his five officers and many NCOs were members of the permanent 
Australian Survey Corps.  Sapper Charles Warwick Appleton, HQ 1st Australian Corps Survey 
Staff, a 31 year old surveyor’s assistant from Warrugul VIC, was the first surveyor death of 
the Second World War being lost at sea on 25th April 1941 in the evacuation from Greece.   

70 years ago – 1946.  As part of general demobilisation after the Second World War the Corps’ 
wartime numbers of about 1620 were reduced to about 400 in the 1946 Interim Army 
(Permanent Force). This was consistent with other parts of the demobilised Army. AHQ 
Director of Military Survey was busy with the post-war size and structure of the Army’s 
topographic survey force in the context of the force-in-being and as a base for mobilisation.  
There was no intention to return to the parlous state of the pre-war force of less than 100 
positions, and only 50 people, and a huge outstanding requirement for military mapping.  
Deputy Assistant Director Survey was established on Headquarters British Commonwealth 
Occupation Force Japan.   As part of the Interim Army the two remaining field survey 
companies, 3 Fd Svy Coy (Melbourne) and 5 Fd Svy Coy (Sydney) started work on nation 
building projects – water conservation and settlement in the Burdekin River basin, the Snowy 

https://www.awm.gov.au/people/rolls/R1691613/
https://www.awm.gov.au/people/rolls/R1691613/
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River Diversion Scheme and water flows between the Murray and Murrumbidgee Rivers.  The 
Corps conducted trigonometric surveys for RAN hydrographic work in Spencers Gulf SA, and 
started reconnaissance surveys for the Woomera Rocket Range and later the Maralinga Atomic 
Test Range. AHQ Carto Coy produced the mapping for the 1947 national census. Corps officers 
were sent on study tours to the United States and England to investigate the use of airborne 
radar for mapping.   

60 years ago – 1956.  Corps officers served on force and unit headquarters in the Malayan 
Emergency.  Mildura West 1:50,000 map was the first decimal/metric scale map in the 
transition from the imperial ‘1 mile’ and ‘4 mile’ series of Australia.  It was also the first map 
fully cartographically scribed replacing fair-drawing draughting.  Topo Sqn AHQ Svy Regt 
assumed responsibility for the field survey element of the combined Australia/United States 
(US) survey and mapping project (Project Cutlass) of New Ireland and New Hanover.  The 
survey method was ship-to-shore triangulation but also included what was the Corps’ last 
substantial theodolite and chain traverse - down the 300km length of New Ireland.  This 
followed the 1954 Project Xylon when the Corps’ specially raised New Guinea Survey Unit was 
part of the combined Australia/US survey of New Britain.  Fotosetter type production was 
introduced at AHQ Svy Regt. 

50 years ago – 1966.  Det 1 Topo Svy Tp (later titled A Sect 1 Topo Svy Tp) deployed to South 
Vietnam as part of 1st Australian Task Force.  School of Mil Svy relocated from Balcombe VIC 
to Bonegilla VIC.  Topo Sqn AHQ Svy Regt completed its enormous five year effort in Papua 
New Guinea establishing geodetic surveys for 1:100,000 mapping, and linking them to the 
work of Division of National Mapping and the United States global military surveys.   The 
Corps’ geodetic surveys of Australia and Papua New Guinea contributed to the National 
Mapping Council’s national geodetic survey adjustment to establish the Australian Geodetic 
Datum 1966, computed on the Australian National Spheroid as the mathematical size and 
shape of the earth, and the related Australian Map Grid 1966 which were used for mapping 
for the next 25 years.  The Corps was nearing the end of its commitment to producing about 
half of the 550 maps in first series of general topographic maps of Australia, the Series R502 
scale 1:250,000. WILD B8 optical-mechanical stereo-plotters for topographic feature plotting 
from medium scale aerial photography started to replace Multiplex plotters in-service since 
1952. 

40 years ago – 1976.  School of Military Survey commenced training for the Corps’ new 
mapping related trades: Technician Cartographic, Technician Photographic and Technician 
Printer.  One of the first computer assisted mapping system in the world, AUTOMAP 1, 
reached its initial operational capability at Army Svy Regt where the Planeta large format 
print press and Komori four colour print press were new in-service.   2 Fd Svy Sqn deployed to 
Irian Jaya, Indonesia, for the first year of six  years, of combined (Indonesia/Australia) 
Operation Cenderawasih to establish horizontal and vertical control for production of 
1:100,000 topographic maps and derived products from 2 Sqn RAAF (Canberra air 
reconnaissance and survey) high altitude small scale aerial photography acquired also as part 
of the operation.  Major field survey systems used were Geoceivers (US Navy Navigation 
Satellite System Doppler Geodetic Receivers) and WREMAPS2 Laser Airborne Terrain Profiler 
(APR).  This followed six successful Indonesian operations Mandau (1970) in Kalimantan Barat 
and Gading (1971-1975) in Sumatra.  1 Fd Svy Sqn (Operation Sun Bird) used Geoceivers and 4 
Fd Svy Sqn (Operation Brass Key) used conventional theodolite/EDM traversing (probably for 
the last time by the Corps over a large area) to commence establishing survey control for 
1:50,000 topographic maps in Cape York and Arnhem Land respectively.  4 Fd Svy Sqn was 
also doing road classifications in Northern Territory.  5 Fd Svy Sqn detachments worked in 
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Jakarta Indonesia with the RAAF aerial photography teams and on Geoceiver surveys in Cocos 
Islands.  8 Fd Svy Sqn, based at Wewak PNG, was busy establishing survey control mainly in 
the offshore islands for the 1:100,000 national topographic map series and field completing 
map compilations for the same series.  9 Div Topo Svy Tp (ARES) was formed – restructured 
from 9 Topo Svy Sqn (ARES) - at Zetland, Sydney, as part of 2nd Division (ARES) and to support 
HQ Field Force Command.  A permanent Tracking Network (TRANET) station at Smithfield SA 
was established jointly with the US Defense Mapping Agency, to improve global geodesy and 
to support Geoceiver operations in Australia and the region.  

30 years ago – 1986.  The second generation computer assisted mapping system, AUTOMAP 2, 
was in the operational development phase at Army Svy Regt having been delivered in 1984.  
The four Australian based field survey squadrons were working on surveys and map 
compilation for the Defence 1:50,000 topographic mapping program, 2 Fd Svy Sqn was 
surveying in Vanuatu and 8 Fd Svy Sqn, based at Port Moresby PNG, was concentrating its 
efforts on a border survey PNG/Indonesia, providing mapping for PNG Defence Force and 
training/mentoring National Mapping Bureau staff. The Corps played a major leadership role 
within the National Mapping Council for revision of standards and practices for control surveys 
to accommodate modern field survey equipments such as Global Positioning System (GPS) 
which in some areas produced better quality new survey networks than the quality of the 
national geodetic survey in which new survey networks were integrated. By this time the 
Corps had five years of experience in understanding GPS and was preparing for delivery of 
field portable GPS geodetic receivers in 1987.   

20 years ago – 1996.  The Royal Australian Survey Corps was integrated into the Royal 
Australian Engineers (RAE) on 1st July and Directorate of Military Geographic Information was 
established on Army Headquarters.  The RAE assumed responsibility to raise, train and sustain 
the Army topographic survey capability (mainly in the augmented former RA Svy unit 1st Topo 
Svy Sqn) in deployed forces, base mapping not required immediately for deployed forces was 
transferred to a new public service organisation and mapping essential for planning and 
deployment of ADF forces was transferred to what is now the Australian Geospatial-
Intelligence Organisation.   

 
Tall tales and true - Another successful field trip 
By Rob McHenry 

While posted to 4 Fd Svy Sqn as a SGT (around 1975), I was dispatched with SPR Peter (Jack) 
Elverd to a field completion operation in North QLD with 1 Fd Svy Sqn.  The operation was 
commanded by CAPT Paul Pearson.   

Things didn't start well as I missed a connecting flight from Melbourne to Brisbane.  
Fortunately, Jack was smarter than me and had changed his watch.  After a lot of personal 
anguish and an interesting flight on a DC3 to Normanton, I eventually joined up with Jack and 
all was well. 

We met up with the 1 Sqn lads and travelled to our main operating base at Canobie Station 
(Southern Gulf Region, North West Queensland, 180km north of Julia Creek, 172km north east 
of Cloncurry and 280k south of Normanton). 

The field completion required several helicopter flights in a Bell Sioux (minus doors) to 
accurately position fences and new tracks.  During one of these flights, holding a clip-board 
with map attached, I managed to move my knee too close to the open door.  Thereafter I 
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spent a few minutes circling, descending and watching my flying map and clip-board until 
they hit the ground.  After landing to pick up the map with a few hours of annotation work on 
it, I was mightily relieved to note that nothing was missing.  Lucky we weren't over water! 

On another day, Jack and I were in a Land Rover checking stuff on the ground.  Jack was 
driving and I forget exactly how it happened but he put a minor ding in the front left of the 
vehicle as he was passing through a gate.  No problem, out with an axe, a few judicious taps 
and it was all good.  Although Jack was concerned, there really was no need to worry as later 
on that day, after we had stopped on the way home to get some dinner, I jumped into the 
driver’s seat for a trip back to Canobie Station at night.  As many will know, the lights on a 
vintage Land Rover, even on high beam, are less than stellar – this coupled with an open 
range situation where cattle freely roam over the roads (raised to get above flooding), meant 
that as I crested a slight rise I managed to plough into an unsighted bunch of cows as they 
were happily crossing over the highway line-astern.  Jack's dint suddenly lost all significance 
as, attempting to drive between two beasts, I failed dismally and the vehicle now took on the 
shape of the letter “A”.  Noteworthy that a passing truckie stopped, summed up the 
situation, took out his rifle and dispatched anything that was injured and still alive.  All very 
matter of fact and quite common according to him. 

To this day I owe a significant debt of gratitude to Paul Pearson who sorted everything with a 
minimum of fuss - from my point of view anyway!  

 
Serendipity – finding the record of the first Australian Survey 
Corps soldier to die in war 
By Peter Jensen 

In mid-March 2015 Dave McLachlan emailed me that while he was searching on-line on the 
Australian War Memorial website, he found quite by accident on the Roll of Honour a First 
World War soldier 1101 Warrant Officer Hector Ellrington McMurtrie who had served with the 
Australian Survey Corps.  His listed unit was the Australian Naval and Military Expeditionary 
Force (AN&MEF) having served in the New Guinea area and dying from a service related 
illness on 19 April 1919 in Melbourne and being buried at the Brighton General Cemetery.  His 
Service Record available online through the National Archives of Australia website has his unit 
as the Australian Survey Corps, his place of birth St Arnaud, Victoria, age 30 years and that 
he enlisted in Melbourne on 14 December 1916.  He was an architect and it was the practice 
at the time for men enlisted as draughtsmen into the Australian Survey Corps to be appointed 
as Warrant Officers (Class One) and to be appointed in the Australian Imperial Force in the 
same rank.  His Service Record does not mention anything of the Survey and Draughting 
Sections, Australian Survey Corps, then in Melbourne, but that perhaps is not unusual as he 
was enlisted in the AN&MEF.   He embarked for Rabaul, New Britain, just over a month later 
on 23 January 1917 and arrived there on 9 February 1917, along with four officer licensed 
surveyors of the Staff Survey Corps (not the Australian Survey Corps) to undertake land title 
surveys for the military administration of former German territories New Guinea, New 
Britain, New Ireland and Bougainville and which had been captured by AN&MEF in 1914.  He 
contracted tuberculosis and returned to Australia in November 1917 to be discharged 
medically unfit on 7 December 1917.  On his repatriation form where it asked what his 
preferred alternate employment was if he could not work in his profession of architect, he 
stated ‘topographical draughtsman’.  From this I assume that he had some knowledge or 
experience of that employment and perhaps he was familiar with, or at least aware of, the 
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topographic survey work of the Australian Survey Corps in Melbourne where he was living 
when he enlisted.   

Within days of Dave’s alert, and by total coincidence, I received an email from former Survey 
Corps member Norm McMurtrie (served Jan 70 – Nov 71), saying that during some family 
history research he happened across Warrant Officer Hector McMurtrie, a great-uncle, and 
wondered whether I knew anything about him from my work on the Survey Corps nominal 
roll.  Norm contacted another family member who forwarded to me a great deal of 
information about Hector’s life, although there was nothing additional to his Service Record 
about his connection to the Survey Corps.  Hector was a highly regarded elocutionist in 
Melbourne, winning competitions and teaching the art of proper public speaking.  In Rabaul 
he was a member of the concert party entertaining not only the troops, but expatriate 
civilians and local citizens. The surveyor officer in charge, Major Joseph Cummins, also 
helped to keep up morale of the troops by running the euchre tournaments.  While he was in 
Rabaul, Hector designed a new bandstand in the Botanical Gardens which unfortunately was 
later destroyed in the 1937 volcanic eruption.  After his return to Australia (and perhaps after 
his discharge), Hector with his oratory skills, was used by the Army in 1918 to support 
recruiting drives at public events for the voluntary AIF.  

For the duration of the centenary of the First World War, the Australian War Memorial is 
projecting the names of all of the First World War soldiers on the Roll of Honour onto the 
façade of the Hall of Memory each night from sunset to sunrise.  Each name is projected for 
30 seconds and the 60,000 names are repeated about every six weeks.  The projection 
schedule is published on the War Memorial website.   

Tragically a soldier brother of WO1 McMurtrie’s wife also died on the same day as her 
husband. 

     
1101 WO1 Hector Ellrington McMurtrie, Australian Survey Corps, AN&MEF and the Australian 

War Memorial Roll of Honour name projection MCMURTRIE H.E. 
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A booklet produced for Head of Australian Defence Staff, 
Jakarta – Combined Survey & Mapping Operations in 
Indonesia 1970s – 1980s 
By Peter Jensen 

Earlier this year a number of former RA Svy members received an email from the current 
RAAF Instructor at Indonesian Air Force Staff College, Wing Commander Andrew Rees, that he 
had been tasked to produce a coffee-table booklet about the combined (Indonesia/Australia) 
survey operations in Indonesia nearly 40 years ago.  This had come about after a Staff College 
visit to the RAAF Museum and that the Australian Embassy Jakarta Defence Staff was keen to 
tell the story of the value of successful long-term combined military activities of the two 
countries.  Andrew produced the story from official Indonesian and Australian records and 
personal recollections of some of the people involved, and has had the fifteen page colour 
booklet of photographs and narrative published in English and Indonesian.   If anyone would 
like a copy of the booklet please email me ( pajmjensen@gmail.com ).  The front cover is 
below. 

 

 
Recognition of work of the Royal Australian Survey Corps – 
War Veterans Remembrance Driveway Wingham to 
Wauchope, NSW 
By Peter Jensen 
A project to establish the Wingham to Wauchope, NSW, War Veterans Remembrance 
Driveway, jointly provided for with Federal and State Government and private funding, 
includes a proposal for a rest area at Elands Trigonometric Station to be dedicated to the 
Royal Australian Survey Corps and its work. Elands village area was apparently named by Boer 

mailto:pajmjensen@gmail.com
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War soldier settlers who had fought at the Siege of Elands River.   The overarching narrative, 
including about twelve rest stops along the drive is based on “Remembrance through 
Education” and a “Land fit for heroes” with 15-20 regional and route schools involved.   The 
first memorial was dedicated to Australia’s first recipient of the Victoria Cross, then Captain 
NR Howse (later Major-General Sir) in the Second Boer War and a medical officer doctor from 
Taree. The educational infrastructure at rest stops and along the way will include a 
storyboard and computer/tablet/smartphone based applications with links to various sources 
of historical information which is being prepared with the help of the Institution of Surveyors, 
NSW, Seniors Group.  The Elands Trig site will also remember all NSW Lands Department 
surveyors who served in war. The project coordinator is a former NSW Lands Department 
surveyor, who never served in the Corps, but values very highly the work of the Corps and 
said to me that he was most grateful for what the former Major Alan B Roberts (enlisted 
Australian Survey Corps in February 1916 and was the OC 12 Field Survey Depot in the Second 
World War) had taught him about surveying, especially using aerial photography.  Project 
timings are dependent on final funding and I will keep you informed of the progress of the 
project through this newsletter.  I will also let you know of the connection of the Elands Trig 
station to the Corps through either pre-war trigonometric work of the 3rd or 4th Sections 
Australian Survey Corps or early Second World War work of 2nd Aust Fd Svy Coy extending the 
high-order trigonometric network chain from north of Newcastle to Queensland. 

 

On-going projects - Faces of the Corps and the Corps 
Nominal Roll  
John Mobbs is continuing with his project of as many photos as possible of people who served 
in the Survey Corps.  The biggest challenge is putting names to a face.  Input has slowed since 
the Corps centenary birthday and John is now keen to get going again especially to identify 
those in the many group photos.  HELP WANTED – but please don’t call 000.   

Peter Jensen plans to publish the Corps Nominal Roll Version 2016 by Anzac Day, including 
your additions/corrections from Version 2015 with names highlighted for those who are 
identified in John’s Faces of the Corps.   

 
Colonel Vance – his excellent and valuable survey work 
before his appointment as Lieutenant Australian Survey 
Corps on 13th July 1915 
In the last Newsletter Rob McHenry provided a synopsis of a biography of Colonel Thomas 
Alexander Vance, Australian Survey Corps 1915-1942, published by the Pathfinders Project of 
the Seniors Group of Surveyors of the Institution of Surveyors – New South Wales. 

Mr Paul Wise (a former member of the Division of National Mapping) has also written of 
Colonel Vance’s survey work, focussing on the excellent and valuable work which he did 
before his appointment as Lieutenant Australia Survey Corps on 13th July 1915.   The following 
is extracted from that excellent story published in July 2015 on 
http://www.xnatmap.org/adnm/docs/1genmap/vanceta.htm .  This extract - in italics - 
includes details of Vance’s surveys in the Federal Capital Territory in the sixteen months 
before he was appointed to the Survey Corps.  This part of the story should be of particular 

https://www.awm.gov.au/blog/2014/06/27/siege-elands-river/
http://www.xnatmap.org/adnm/docs/1genmap/vanceta.htm
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interest to those of us living in Canberra.  Survey beacons on these trig stations stand out on 
the landscape between the main arterial roads of Canberra. 

Vance, born in 1882 at Malmsbury Victoria, qualified as a Licensed Surveyor and Civil 
Engineer in Perth in September 1905. Earlier, Vance had gained extensive experience from 
1900 to 1905 while articled to Inspecting Surveyor GW Ellis of the Mines Department in 
Western Australia. During that period Vance undertook land (cadastral), mining and 
trigonometrical surveys in all areas of Western Australia except the North-West and 
Kimberley districts. 
  
During 1906 and 1907, Vance was employed as an Assistant Engineer by the Western 
Australian Mines and Water Supply Department, based in Coolgardie. There he undertook 
extensive surveys in the Eastern and Murchison Goldfields and was involved in the Eastern 
Goldfields water supply pipeline to Kalgoorlie. 
  
Licensed Field Surveyor in Papua 
In the early 20th century until World War 1, the island of New Guinea had three main 
political divisions. The Dutch had claimed the western part from the 141 degrees East 
meridian since 1828. Germany had claimed the north-eastern part in 1884, and in the same 
year the United Kingdom claimed direct responsibility for the south-eastern part which it 
initially called British New Guinea. The British involvement followed an attempt by the 
State of Queensland to annex that area in 1883. By 1906, Britain had transferred all 
administrative responsibility for British New Guinea as the Territory of Papua to the 
Commonwealth of Australia. 
  
From early 1908 to July 1909, Vance worked in Papua as a licensed (field) surveyor. This was 
a Papuan public service appointment arranged through the then Australian Department of 
External Affairs. While in Papua, Vance’s activities included engineering work related to a 
railway survey between Port Moresby and Bootless Inlet about 5 miles (8 kilometres) to the 
south-east. On 28 September 1909 after he had returned from Papua, Vance was registered 
as a surveyor by the Surveyors Board of Queensland. The Queensland Government Gazettes 
of October 1909 and January 1910 also recorded Vance’s registration. 
  
Surveying in the New Hebrides 
Between 1910 and 1912, Vance worked as a surveyor in the New Hebrides (it became the 
Republic of Vanuatu in 1980). Here Vance undertook numerous observations for latitude 
using a five inch transit theodolite. In 1906, the governments of France and the United 
Kingdom had agreed to administer the New Hebrides islands jointly. These governments then 
established a unique form of colonial administration that was called the British-French 
Condominium. Vance’s survey work was to support forthcoming British land claims within the 
Condominium that were to be heard by an International Joint Court. 
  
As one outcome of his latitude observations, Vance reported to the Australian Department of 
External Affairs errors on Admiralty charts in the positions of Lenakel and Weasisi on the 
Island of Tanna that may pose a hazard to shipping. Vance’s report resulted in 
correspondence on the matter between Prime Minister Andrew Fisher and the British 
Admiralty. 
  
Commonwealth administrative environment circa 1910 
After returning to Australia from the New Hebrides by April 1912, Vance lived for a time at 
Malmsbury. On 28 January 1913 he was registered as a licensed surveyor by the Surveyor’s 
Board of Victoria. Soon afterwards, Vance was appointed as a surveyor in the then 
Commonwealth Department of Home Affairs under Minister, King O’Malley. Charles Robert 
Scrivener was the then Director of Commonwealth Lands and Survey in the Lands and Survey 
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Branch of the department; he had been appointed to the position in 1910. Scrivener was 
based in the then Federal Capital Territory (it was renamed the Australian Capital Territory 
in 1938). 
  
While Canberra was still in its embryonic stages, the Commonwealth government’s 
administrative offices were located in Melbourne which was the seat of the federal 
parliament from 1901 until 1927. 
  
The Federal Capital Territory came into existence on 1 July 1911, under the Seat of 
Governments Acts of Surrender and Acceptance. Prior to that, in October 1909, the Prime 
Minister and the Premier of New South Wales had agreed on the area that would be ceded by 
the New South Wales Government to the Commonwealth. The next stage in establishing the 
Australian national capital was the completion of a large number of necessary surveys. The 
Commonwealth Year Book for 1911 described these surveys as comprising contour, 
triangulation-geodetic, boundary demarcation (of government and private land), and 
engineering for water-supply, sewerage, roads, bridges, and railways. These surveys were to 
be carried out under the direction of Scrivener as the Commonwealth Director of Lands and 
Surveys. All of the necessary surveys for the new capital could not be conducted 
simultaneously so were carried out as resources and priorities permitted. To efficiently use 
available manpower, an arrangement with the Government of New South Wales saw the 
common boundaries, when determined by the Commonwealth Director of Lands and Surveys, 
accepted by both the Commonwealth and that State. 
  
Some topographic peaks of the proposed Federal Capital Territory were originally occupied 
during the trigonometrical survey of New South Wales. Commenced in 1867, the initial task 
had been to find suitable sites for base lines which would provide and maintain scale for the 
survey. The measurement of a base line commenced in 1863 at Lake George (35 kilometres 
north-east of Canberra). The line was abandoned, however, when the lake later flooded. In 
1870, a new site on the lakebed was selected and measuring commenced on 31 October. The 
New South Wales Year Book for 1912 contained a list of some 250 trigonometrical stations 
with heights in excess of 3,000 feet (around 1,000 metres). At that time there were 1,367 
trigonometrical stations with heights ranging from less than 100 feet up to 7,305 feet 
(Mount Kosciusko). The height datum was high water spring tide at Fort Denison, Sydney 
Harbour. Among the stations listed, were the soon to be Federal Capital Territory border 
stations of Coree, Franklin, Bimberi, Gudgenby, Clear, Bald and Poppet. Listed stations 
internal to the Territory included Tennent, Boboyan, McKeahnie, Rob Roy, Booth, Tidbinbilla 
and Orroral. This earlier survey explained why in June 1910, when Scrivener sent surveyor 
Percy Lempriere Sheaffe to commence the Federal Capital Territory border demarcation 
survey at Mt Coree, the summit was already marked with a cairn. 
  
In September 1911, a Bill was introduced into the Commonwealth Parliament to authorise 
the construction of the transcontinental railway line between Port Augusta and Kalgoorlie; 
that Bill became law in December. In South Australia, an Act was passed enabling the 
Commonwealth to acquire lands for the railway in South Australia, not exceeding one-eighth 
of a mile (about 200 metres) wide on either side of the line, but no town lands were to be 
included at any time. In Western Australia, an Act was also passed by which all necessary 
lands were to be granted to the Commonwealth for railway purposes. A Railway Construction 
Branch within the Department of Home Affairs was created by the Federal Government, to 
oversee the work. Ceremonies at Port Augusta on 12 September 1912 and on 12 February 
1913 at Kalgoorlie, signalled the commencement of construction from both ends of the 
proposed rail line. 
  
In his annual report of 30 June 1913, Charles Robert Scrivener, Commonwealth Director of 
Lands and Surveys stated : 
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...two survey parties have been employed upon the survey of private lands to be 
acquired in connection with the construction of the Transcontinental Railway 
between Port Augusta in South Australia, and Kalgoorlie in Western Australia. Mr 
Surveyor Vance is in charge of the South Australian party and Mr Surveyor Rowe 
controls the Western Australian. On the completion of the survey of private lands 
these parties will mark the boundaries of the lands to be granted by the States of 
South and Western Australia, and advantage will be taken of the opportunity to make 
an accurate connection between these States; all field measurements will be made 
with wires of Invar, while latitude and meridian observations will be taken at short 
intervals with micrometer theodolites. If possible longitude will be determined later 
at Port Augusta by means of telegraphic signals between that place and Adelaide. At 
the Kalgoorlie end the initial point of the survey will be directly connected with one 
of the stations on the Western Australian triangulation, of which station the latitude 
and longitude can be determined with considerable accuracy. 

  
In his June 1913 report, Scrivener also stated that: 
  

…a sum of £1,000 was available during the year 1912-1913 for the 
above [geodetic] survey, but this was only sufficient to justify the ordering of a 
Repsold theodolite from Germany in preparation for work when a larger amount is 
set apart for this purpose. Continuity of the operations is a necessity in geodetic 
work, since surveyors who undertake it should have a better knowledge of 
mathematics than is necessary in ordinary survey work, and must be not only 
naturally adapted, but also specially trained, if the highest results are to be 
obtained. It is not every surveyor who will make a good observer when great precision 
is required, as in this case, and unless the work is well done it were better not to 
undertake it at all. 

  

 
 

TA Vance in August 1914 (detail from nla.pic-vn3534298-v) and the Repsold 10 
inch theodolite which he used for trigonometric/geodetic work in Federal Capital 
Territory and for determining longitude at both Port Augusta and Bookaloo for the 

Transcontinental Railway survey. 
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The Repsold firm was based in Hamburg and had been founded by Johann Georg Repsold 
(1770-1830). He was succeeded by his sons Georg (1804-1885) and Adolf (1806-1871). Repsold 
customers had included several astronomical observatories, among them Edinburgh, Pulkovo, 
Konigsberg, and Christiania (Oslo). The 10 inch Repsold theodolite was regarded as the 
best for geodetic work at the time. While rigidly constructed, it was smaller and lighter than 
other theodolites, with an accuracy of around 30 seconds of arc. Optimum centering and 
minimum wobble of the vertical axis of the Repsold, was achieved by using a relatively long 
conical axis. This design became known as the Repsold system. 
  
Scrivener also wrote that some work had already been carried out within the Federal Capital 
Territory using an 18 inch Bamberg theodolite. Although the results were satisfactory, he 
said the instrument was: not now rated very highly. The Bamberg theodolite had been 
purchased from the New South Wales Lands Department for £50 on 5 March 1912. Scrivener 
continued to explain in his report, that without a geodetic triangulation survey, the value of 
subsequent topographical and other work necessary for planning in the Federal Capital 
Territory would be very seriously impaired. He further observed that by using 
improved instruments and appliances highly accurate results could be obtained more easily 
and cost-effectively. 
  
Vance at Port Augusta and Canberra, 1913-1915 
The forgoing section outlined the administrative environment Vance entered on his 
recruitment to the Department of Home Affairs. He was first sent to Port Augusta to 
undertake surveys related to the acquisition of lands for the transcontinental railway. 
  
Vance arrived at Port Augusta on 3 May 1913 and telegraphed this fact to Goodwin. General 
correspondence to Vance from then on was addressed, Mr Surveyor Vance, South Australian 
Section, Transcontinental Railway, Port Augusta, South Australia. Passing through Adelaide, 
Vance had called on the Surveyor General and had been acquainted with South Australian 
methods, and thereby received the South Australian registration as a surveyor so necessary 
for his performing cadastral surveys in that state. 
  
At the beginning of May 1913, Vance commenced his monthly reports to Scrivener. Vance 
continued his railway related surveys until 28 February 1914, when he came home to 
Malmsbury. Just before returning home, February temperatures in the field in South 
Australia had been around 115°F (46°C). 
  
By 12 March 1914, Vance was working in the Federal Capital Territory on the geodetic survey 
and the upgrading of the Territory’s trigonometrical network. This survey was not part of 
the border demarcation survey but a separate and necessary survey as described by Scrivener 
above. Vance’s work was mainly to upgrade, as required, trigonometrical stations inside the 
Territory. The major part of this work was the observation of horizontal and vertical angles, 
during times of best visibility, from the existing first order New South Wales stations which 
had been previously established by the New South Wales Lands Department. At all the 
trigonometrical stations from which Vance observed angles, the existing stone cairn was first 
dismantled so the ground mark could be occupied. To some extent this made any upgrading 
easier and generally resulted in a steel quadripod beacon being located over the ground 
mark. In reporting Vance’s activities the names and spelling of the trigonometrical points 
are those as recorded by Vance. The table at Annex A summarises Vance’s work on the 
geodetic survey; note that some of the trigonometrical station names as recorded by Vance 
differ from the names used today. 
  

http://www.xnatmap.org/adnm/docs/1genmap/vanceta.htm#ana
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Trigonometrical stations forming the geodetic network of the Federal Capital Territory 
in 1914-1915 

  
During March 1914, a new beacon was established on Crace and observations for longitude 
were undertaken. At One Tree Hill the old cairn was dismantled and a new beacon installed. 
During poor weather conditions, Vance continued to finalise his South Australian railway 
surveys. 
  
Vance inspected the existing beacons on Taylor, Tuggeranong, Wanniassa, Forster, 
Neighbour, Strom (today Stromlo), Painter, Kurrajong, and Pemberton during April 1914. On 
Poppet and Painter new beacons were established and at Pemberton the centre pole was 
replaced. Horizontal and vertical angles were observed from Mugga over a seven-day period 
when visibility conditions were optimum. Vance also reported adjusting the 
department’s Repsold theodolite. It would appear that the Repsold ordered by Scrivener the 
previous financial year was now being put to its intended use. 
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During May 1914, Vance achieved a further seven days of observations at Mugga. New 
beacons were established at Tuggeranong, Neighbour, Strom and at Tharwa the existing 
centre pole was straightened. Moving to Tennent, the existing cairn was dismantled, 
followed by 3 days of observations to Stranger (also Barneys Hill), Gigerline, and Yarara 
after vegetation was cleared away. Observations from Tennent continued into June for 
another 2 days. 
  
Earlier, on 20 January 1914, Goodwin had written to the Secretary of the Department of 
Home Affairs asking for Minister O’Malley’s approval for the retention of Vance’s services 
for a further period of two months. This extra time would allow for a survey of a water 
catchment area at Lake Windabout, South Australia, and another further away. The copy of 
this letter on file has O’Malley’s signature, approving the request. Some of this work had 
already been completed but now Vance returned to finalise it. Vance left Canberra for Port 
Augusta on 9 June 1914 arriving Adelaide on 11 June, where he called to see the Government 
Astronomer, George Frederick Dodwell, and the Surveyor General. On 25 June he started 
cadastral work at Mintabie Well. 
  
A determination of longitude, as Scrivener had pointed out above, was now required at the 
Port Augusta end of the railway. Unlike other survey observations such an observation 
needed accurate time. Without highly accurate clocks or chronometers, however, the only 
way to have access to accurate time was to use a telegraph connection to an Observatory 
chronograph. To ensure the necessary co-operation and co-ordination the authority of the 
Prime Minister had been obtained. A telegram from the then Premier of South Australia, 
Archibald Henry Peake, notified the Prime Minister on 6 July 1914 that: South Australia 
consents to Government Astronomer assisting Commonwealth surveyor in determining 
longitude at stations on Port Augusta–Kalgoorlie railway line [-]approval desired for co-
operation of Postmaster General’s Department in transmission wireless signals also for 
detailing Telegraph operator for duty at or near Port Augusta Telegraph office during time 
occupied in transmitting signals on four nights commencing about July 20. 
   
……….on 14 July 1914, Scrivener ordered Vance to Port Augusta. Vance was required to be 
there not later than Saturday eighteenth July [as clock] signals will be interchanged on night 
of twentieth July. Vance actually arrived on 16 July and set up his instruments and their 
protective tenting. From 16 to 18 July the necessary observations were taken to accurately 
define the local meridian. From 20 to 28 July, Vance recorded: At Port Augusta - Longitude 
Determination. 
  
Vance left Port Augusta on 30 July 1914, and travelled up the line to Bookooloo (today 
Bookaloo). By 4 August he had completed 3 days of longitude determinations and by 10 
August he and his instruments were at the Adelaide Observatory, where he determined 
his personal equation. The personal equation elicited any differences between Vance and his 
instruments and those of the more precise observatory instruments. These minute 
differences ultimately increased the accuracy of the determined longitude. As well as 
Adelaide, Vance also determined his personal equation at the Melbourne Observatory 
from 15 to 17 August and Sydney Observatory from 26 to 27 August. By 31 August, Vance was 
back in Scrivener’s office discussing future work on the geodetic survey. 

  
…..More detail on these longitude and associated observations was reported by the South 
Australian Government Astronomer, George Frederick Dodwell, in his annual report of 1915. 
The South Australian newspaper, The Register, ran an article headed East-West Magnetic 
Survey on Friday, 9 July 1915. The article read : 
  

In connection with the Commonwealth survey along the route of the Transcontinental 
Railway, which is now in course of completion between Port Augusta and Kalgoorlie, an 
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interesting piece of field work was carried out in July and August by co-operation 
between this [Adelaide] and the Melbourne and Sydney Observatories and the 
Commonwealth Department of Lands and Surveys. This was the determination by 
astronomical methods of the latitude and longitude of Port Augusta and 
Bookooloo [Bookaloo], two of the initial points on the survey. In addition to the usual 
exchange of longitude signals on the land line, wireless telegraphy was also used with 
successful results. Clock beats were transmitted from both Melbourne and Adelaide 
Observatories through the respective wireless stations, by the courtesy and co-
operation of the Commonwealth Engineer for Radio Telegraphy, and were recorded at 
all three observatories and at the two field stations, the method of coincidences being 
used. At the field stations a portable wireless-receiving installation was used, with 
light sectional masts, each 36 feet high. The aerial was 90 yards in length. Time 
observations at the field stations were made by Mr. T. A. Vance, of the Commonwealth 
Survey, and by the Director of this Observatory [Dodwell], both using the almucantar 
method as adapted by Professor Cooke for use with a theodolite. Mr. Vance used an 
excellent 10 inch Repsold theodolite. Transits were recorded with the push button on a 
chronograph. Time observations were made by Messrs. Messent and Willsmore at the 
Adelaide Observatory with the transit circle telescope, and by Messrs. Merfield and 
Raymond at Melbourne and Sydney respectively. The services of a land line and 
wireless telegraph operator were available at both Port Augusta and Bookooloo, and 
personal and instrumental equation was determined afterwards by Mr. Vance at 
Adelaide, Melbourne, and Sydney. In addition to the latitude and longitude 
determinations, a set of magnetic observations was obtained at Port Augusta and 
Bookooloo by the director of this observatory, a Carnegie magnetometer and Barrow 
dip circle being used for this purpose. 

   
In the first week of September 1914, Vance was back in the Federal Capital Territory area 
with his party at Tennent. For fifteen days, Vance observed horizontal and vertical angles 
from Tennent, as the weather permitted. On 21 September, he reported observing the 
horizontal angle between Ainslie and Poppet with a Helio (Heliograph) on Ainslie. He then 
similarly observed One Tree Hill to Ainslie with a Helio on One Tree Hill and then Coree to 
One Tree Hill with the Helio still on One Tree Hill, on 25 and 26 September. This work was 
followed on 28 and 29 September by observations to Franklin, Coree and Strom. At over 30 
kilometres, these were some of the longest lines optically observed in the Territory. 
  
During September 1914, Vance recorded that [Survey] Assistants Chaplin and Dowling have 
been engaged on the reduction of longitude observations taken at Port Augusta. When not 
required for other duties these two men were recorded as working on longitude reductions 
until these computations were completed. 
  
The progress of the geodetic survey was severely impacted by weather in October 1914. Only 
11 days of observing from Strom was possible, so work on the South Australian longitude 
observations was able to be progressed. Ten days of observations were then taken at Strom 
in early November 1914. Stations observed included Hardy, plus Duntroon, Blundell and 
Urayarra (Uriarra) which had to be cleared or upgraded beforehand. Eight days of observing 
were achieved at Poppet before moving back to Strom at the end of the month. The South 
Australian longitude observations were also finally completed. 
  
On 30 November, Vance recorded: On Strom…putting up chronograph connections. Earlier, 
James Oddie, a wealthy Victorian businessman and philanthropist gifted to the 
Commonwealth a 9 inch Telescope which had been manufactured by Thomas Grubb around 
1890. Grubb was an Irish optician and founder of the Grubb Telescope Company of Dublin. 
The dome built to house the Oddie telescope was the first Commonwealth building 
constructed in the newly established Territory, with the telescope being located therein in 
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1911. A telegraph office had opened in Queanbeyan on 19 August 1864 and the line was 
subsequently extended through Ginninderra to Yass. The Ginninderra Post Office was 
established early in 1859. In August 1887, the first private telephone was connected from 
there to the home of Edward Kendall Crace at Gungahlin, with Mr Crace having to also pay 
for all the necessary infrastructure! In 1914, the telephone exchange at the Ainslie Post 
Office was opened. It was then located on the Yass-Queanbeyan Road (roughly between 
Allambee Street, Reid and Limestone Avenue). As the observatory site on Strom was now 
connected to the telegraph, this nearby telegraphic line provided Vance with the convenient 
connection for his chronograph, thereby enabling his receiving and recording of time signals 
for his observations. Four days of observations were undertaken at Strom in early December 
1914. On 9 December, Vance reported: also ran levels to stn. [station] mark and fixed 
position of [the Oddie] observatory. 
  
Vance then spent a day observing from Pine Ridge before moving camp to Condor Creek at 
the foot of Mt Coree. On 16 December 1914, the cairn at Coree was dismantled and 4 days of 
observations were achieved around the Christmas break. It is notable that Vance’s reports 
from, and including December, are signed-off by Percy Lempriere Sheaffe as Scrivener had 
retired. 
  
Vance returned from leave on 19 January 1915, but bushfire smoke limited observations 
from Coree to six days. A further two days observations were undertaken at Coree in 
February before the station was rebuilt. In is likely that from these observations it was 
discovered that part of the Cotter River catchment was outside the Federal Territory. By 12 
February 1915, Vance had moved to Tidbinbilla where the cairn was dismantled and 
observations commenced. After 12 days of observing a new station mark and beacon were 
installed. The party then moved to Tennent where observations commenced on 11 March 
1915. Completing work at Tennent on 14 March, the camp was moved to Bimberi. This 
mountain was the highest in the region at some 1,900 metres and was a difficult climb. Thus 
Vance’s men were sent to try and hire pack saddle. Vance then went on leave from 23 March 
until 7 April 1915, which included the Easter break. After he arrived back from leave, Vance 
commenced observing from Bimberi on 9 April 1915. Owing to cloud and haze, observations 
were incomplete after 5 days. 
  
Sheaffe, then Acting Director of Commonwealth Lands and Survey, had written to Colonel 
David Miller, then Administrator, Federal Capital Territory on 15 April 1915. Sheaffe 
requested: that Mr Surveyor Johnston relieve Mr Surveyor Vance at the station the latter 
officer is now occupying (Mount Bimberi) and that remaining stations Clear and Cunningham 
be occupied as opportunity offers. The Engineer-in-Chief of Commonwealth Railways is 
anxious that Mr Surveyor Vance’s services be made available for him as early as possible.  
…………(In 1913, following the death of surveyor JH Rowe, Frederick Marshall Johnston took 
over the survey of the Western Australian section of the transcontinental line. That section 
ran some 450 miles east from Kalgoorlie to the South Australian border…… In September 
1945 Johnston who was by then the Commonwealth Surveyor General also became the first 
Director of National Mapping.) 
 
 Approval must have been given as on 16 April Goodwin advised the Commonwealth Railways, 
South Australia: have arranged Vance ready leave Melbourne for Port Augusta within 
fortnight. No other reliable surveyor available. 
  
Vance recorded that: Mr Surveyor Johnston arrived at my camp on 18th to take over the 
work on which I was engaged. Vance and Johnston then undertook further observations from 
19 to 22 April 1915, after which the cairn was rebuilt. In his 1962 book Knights and 
Theodolites: a Saga of Surveyors, Frederick Marshall Johnston wrote: Whilst I was in the 
locality, arrangements were made for me to take over the trigonometrical survey from 
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surveyor T. Vance, who had once been on the Port Augusta end of the Trans-Continental 
Railway. Using a large Repsold theodolite, especially imported from Germany, I read the 
round of angles from Mount Clear and also from Mount Bimberi 6,274 feet (1,913 metres), 
the highest point in the Territory. 
  
As mentioned above, Vance’s geodetic survey for the Federal Capital Territory was distinct 
from that of the New South Wales - Federal Capital Territory border demarcation survey. 
Both surveys were being undertaken at about the same time and both were being overseen 
by Scrivener. In June 1910, Scrivener had surveyor Percy Lempriere Sheaffe travel to Coree 
to commence the demarcation survey. Sheaffe took his survey in a clockwise direction. 
Progress was slow not because of the survey equipment of the day or the difficult terrain 
but the need for Sheaffe to travel back and forth to Sydney to re-establish early pastoral 
(cadastral) boundaries now found to be incorrectly determined. The need for accuracy was 
paramount, as land so determined by Sheaffe was to be transferred to the Commonwealth 
from New South Wales.  By October 1913, Scrivener sought to speed up the border survey 
and equipped a second party under Surveyor Harry Mouat. Mouat’s party commenced work at 
Coree and headed south along the Brindabella Range. Scrivener’s retirement saw Sheaffe 
take over from Scrivener as acting Director of Commonwealth Lands and Survey, around 
December 1914. Frederick Marshall Johnston thus replaced Sheaffe on the border survey in 
early 1915. Around April 1915, the border survey was completed, when Johnston and Mouat 
met at a point between Sentry Box Mountain and Wrights Hill. From Vance’s reports the 
border survey must have been completed a few days before 18 April 1915, when Vance 
recorded that Johnston came to his camp. 
 
Vance’s last report on file recorded that he completed observations at Bimberi on 22 April 
1915 and handed over his instruments etc to Mr Johnston. From 26 April until 3 May 1915 he 
was on leave. It is then known that Vance was appointed Lieutenant in charge of the then 
Australian Survey Corps operations in Western Australia on 13 July 1915. It is not clear, 
however, if Vance went to South Australia as planned before going to Western Australia, or 
if war-time demands saw him having to proceed to the west more expeditiously. 
 
[Editor’s note.   Surveyor Frederick Marshall Johnston who took over Vance’s instruments in 
Canberra in April 1915 became Commonwealth Surveyor General and the first Director of 
National Mapping.  He was later honoured by the National Mapping Council of Australia having 
the origin station of the Australian Geodetic Datum 1966 named after him - Johnston 
Geodetic Station.] 
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Annex A 

  

Work undertaken by TA Vance during the geodetic survey 
of the Federal Capital Territory in 1914 and 1915 

  
LOCATION ACTIVITY 

Crace Erected beacon, observations for longitude 
One Tree Hill Removed old cairn, erected new beacon, observations, heliograph target 
Mugga Observations 
Taylor Inspected, target 
Wanniassa Inspected, target 
Tuggeranong Inspected, erected new beacon, target 
Forster Inspected, target 
Neighbour Inspected, erected new beacon, target 
Strom Inspected, erected new beacon, observations incl. position fix 
Poppet Erected new beacon, observations 
Painter Inspected, erected new beacon, target 
Kurrajong Inspected, target 
Pemberton Inspected, erected new centre pole, target 
Tennent Cleared, observations 
Campbell Cleared, target 
Tharwa Inspected, straightened centre pole, target 
Stranger Cleared, target 
Gigerline Cleared, target 
Yarara Cleared, target 
Ainslie Heliograph target 
Franklin Target 
Coree Observations 
Duntroon New vanes, target 
Blundell Cleared, target 
Urayarra Cleared, target 
Hardy Target 
Pine Ridge Observations 
Tidbinbilla Removed old cairn, erected new beacon, observations 
Bimberi Observations by Vance and Johnston (#) 
Clear Observations by Johnston (*) 
Cunningham Observations by Johnston (*) 
(#) Observations shared by Vance and Frederick Marshall Johnston who replaced Vance on the survey and then 
observed at these (*) stations. 
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Division of National Mapping - Surveying Australia by 
Aerodist 1960s and 1970s 
By Peter Jensen 

Mr Laurie McLean, a former Natmap surveyor, has recently completed an excellent and very 
detailed account of the NatMap Aerodist surveys of Australia in the 1960s and 1970s, with the 
paper published on the X-NatMap website at 
http://www.xnatmap.org/adnm/ops/prog/aaerod/adist6374/intro/intro.htm .   The trials 
and tribulations encountered by NatMap surveyors on Aerodist projects were similar in many 
ways to those of the Survey Corps which used Aerodist (MRC2 similar to the Natmap system 
and the second generation computed assisted MRB3/201) in the 1960s and 1970s for mapping 
control in Papua New Guinea, Indonesia (Kalimantan Barat and Sumatra) and the northern-
Australia 1:100,000 topographic mapping program.   

 
Faces of the Corps Crossword #1 - WHAT’S IN A NAME? 
By John Mobbs 

It is time for another fiendish crossword as a test of the faculties that may be failing for many 
of us at this time of life, namely; eyesight, memory, recognition, patience, handwriting, 
counting, dexterity etc.  View the accompanying selection of framed photographs from the 
100th Anniversary USB drive “RASVY 1915 – 2015. Identify the surnames of Corps identities and 
use them, in conjunction with the given clues, to populate the crossword. 

 

    

    

http://www.xnatmap.org/adnm/ops/prog/aaerod/adist6374/intro/intro.htm
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ACROSS 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
DOWN 

3. Found in a pear tree at Christmas 1. Two fathers perhaps? 
6. Could be painful! 2. A National Medallist in the trees 
8. Cars like this are made on Fridays 4. He’s probably not, you know! 
11. You can holler for him! 5. Where ABs were made? 
12. Massey’s partner? 7. GMH made this model in 1968 
13. Not found in the North 9. A narrow street 
15. Mostly on the face 10. On the lookout for game 
16. Making lots of dust, maybe 11. Many cattle found in these 
19. He surely has a key? 12. Angling for a feed 
21. Call him Stormy 14. Not so flat, John 

  17. Is he argumentative? 

  18. ------ time for a drink? Your shout! 

  20 Found between Jay and Elle 

(Answer in the next edition) 
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On-line maps at the National Library of Australia 
By Peter Jensen 

The National Library of Australia has a new and very much improved web-browser map viewer 
through its Trove on-line system.  An example is the Canberra 1914 ‘1 mile’ map  
http://nla.gov.au/nla.obj-230052045/view .  On-line searching for maps can be done through 
the catalogue or Trove.  Note that the URL for Trove access is different to that in the list of 
significant maps displayed for the Corps centenary exhibition at NLA on 1st July – I will reissue 
that list.  Digitisation and Trove enabling of RA Svy and other military maps in the collection 
is part of the continuing project. 

The Customs and Traditions of the Australian Army 
By Peter Jensen 

A book “Preserving Our Proud Heritage – The Customs and Traditions of the Australian Army” 
written by LL Terrett and SC Taubert in conjunction with the Army History Unit, was 
published by the Army History Unit in 2015 and is sold through book stores.  The Foreword is 
by Chief of Army and Regimental Sergeant Major – Army.   The book covers the breadth of the 
subject but is lacking, or is inconsistent, in some of the detail eg. the 1915 Australian Survey 
Corps badge and the 1953 Royal Australian Survey Corps badges are not there, disbanded 
Corps flags are missing although some obsolete unit flags are included, colour patches are not 
all inclusive.  The Editorial Preface invites comment on the book for subsequent editions and 
I intend to do that.  If you have any comment which you would like me to include in a 
submission please email me ( pajmjensen@gmail.com ).  I would like to do this by Anzac Day. 

The “History of Cartography” 
By Peter Jensen 

If anyone is interested in writing/contributing the entry “Military Maps and Mapping by 
Australia, New Zealand and Oceania in the 19th century” for The History of Cartography – 
Volume 5” please email me and I will put you in contact with an editor.   

Our Association Calendar 2016 – the fridge magnet 
Tue 23rd February  Visit to the Australian Army Museum of Military Engineering 

(RAE/RA Svy collections) at Holsworthy Barracks. Please contact 
Peter Jensen pajmjensen@gmail.com if you would like to attend 
but have not yet contacted him. 

Mon 25th April   Anzac Day march, service and lunch 

Fri 1st July   101st Corps birthday lunch 

September – October  Golf Day (SNAGA) 

Fri 11th November  Remembrance Day dinner 

December   Christmas drinks 

 

http://nla.gov.au/nla.obj-230052045/view
mailto:pajmjensen@gmail.com
mailto:pajmjensen@gmail.com
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